
Year 12 Philosophy Bridging Work 2023 

 

A-level Philosophy is a popular subject which requires you to test your reasons 

for beliefs and attitudes through open debate and written argument. You will 

learn to reason in a logical, precise and coherent way. As most Y12 students 

have not studied the subject at GCSE, we have devised three tasks to help you 

gain a better understanding of the requirements of the course. In year 12 you 

will study Moral Philosophy and epistemology.  

 

1. Read Sophie’s World by J Gaarder. This is a great introduction into 

Philosophy in the form of a novel and complete the following questions. 
A. What is the author trying to get you as a reader to think about? 

B. Pick one of the questions which the teacher asks Sophie (the one which 

most interests you). Why does it interest you and have a go at answering 

it.  

C. Pick one of the philosophers mentioned in the novel and explain briefly 

what their contribution to philosophy was. 

 

2. Find ONE article from the broadsheet newspapers or use their websites 

which raise interesting philosophical questions.  

3. Write down your response to this philosophical question; “Suppose Bill is a 

healthy man without family or loved ones. Would it be ok to painlessly kill him 

if his organs would save five people, one of whom needs a heart, another a 

kidney, and so on? If not, why not?  

4. Use the link below and listen to the following BBC Radio 4 podcast ‘In our 

time.’ 

• Utilitarianism  

• Empiricism  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b05xhwqf 

 

Read The short extract below from the book ‘Think like a philosopher.’ By Anne 

Rooney   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b05xhwqf


Complete the following questions 

1. Why is Philosophy important? 
2. How does Philosophy try to answer questions? 
3. How may Philosophy help us to answer the question 'Killing people is 

wrong?' 

 

 



 


